
A World 
Embracing 

Vision

Exploring the social injustice of climate change and 
developing grassroots action that has global impact.



Areas of 
Focus

•A brief overview of the effects of climate change 
and the social justice aspects of climate change. 

•Cast Study #1 Climate change in Mali 

•Kevin  Wilson will share his experience in Mali 
and how that country is impacted by Climate 
change

•Case Study #2 Challenges of just transitioning to 
renewable resources 

by Kim Sutherland



United Nation Environmental Program - Climate 
Change and Human Rights December 2015

• “Climate change is one of the greatest threats to human rights of our generation, posing a 
serious risk to the fundamental rights to life, health, food and an adequate standard of living 
of individuals and communities across the world.”

• — United Nations



What are the impacts of climate change?



Fresh water 
resources

• UNEP Climate Justice 
Report 2015 M. Burger



Global Sea Level rise



Credit Northern Illinois University



Physical 
Infrastructure

Damage to urban 
infrastructure requires 
increased investment in 
flood protection, for 
example, both in urban 
(this is Manila, the capital 
city of the Philippines) and 
in rural areas.



https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/climate/climate-and-extreme-weather



• Global Food Supply 

Global 
Food 
Supply



• Red corresponds to more vulnerable regions, blue to less vulnerable 
regions. White areas corresponds to regions with little or no population

Mc Gill University 
https://www.newswise.com/articles/map
ping-human-vulnerability-to-climate-
change



Who is contributing the most to global emissions ?







The forces of materialism promote

… that happiness comes from constant acquisition, that the more one has 
the better, that worry for the environment is for another day. These 
seductive messages fuel an increasingly entrenched sense of personal 
entitlement, which uses the language of justice and rights to disguise self-
interest. Indifference to the hardship experienced by others becomes 
commonplace while entertainment and distracting amusements are 
voraciously consumed. The enervating influence of materialism seeps into 
every culture…”

UHJ March 1 , 2017



Case Study 
#1 MALI  



Breakout room #1

•25 min

•Quotes and questions that 
were emailed earlier.

•Focus on elevating the 
conversation rather than 
getting through all of the 
quotes.

•How can you engage with 
others about these topics?



Energy 
Transition:

Is it possible to move to a 
more equitable world as we 
switch away from fossil 
fuels?



Michael Griffis May 2021
Steam Engine 30 and a 1924 Ford truck TT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons







“Local people need agency over resource development that affects them. This 
example of an oil spill in Nigeria is a far too common example of a powerful 
multinational company overrunning people who are vulnerable. Is this just?”



• Consumption by the 
affluent in a system 
founded on growth 
without limits has 
consequences in 
environmental destruction 
particularly against people 
who are vulnerable.



By :Mariodo

BMW i3 CRI O3 
3021https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0

Child Labor Artisan Minin in Kailo Gongo
By Julien Harneis
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0





Solar power in a multipurpose disaster shelter in 
Bangladesh



UNEP 2015



Breakout 
room #2 

•25 min

•Quotes and questions 
that were emailed earlier.

•Focus on elevating the 
conversation rather than 
getting through all of the 
quotes.

•How can you engage with 
others about these topics?



Summary: excerpts from Baha’i.org



“Material resources will always be required to sustain civilization. Humanity, 
observed ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, will be “constantly taking out of nature’s laboratory new and 
wonderful things.”2 As consciousness of the oneness of humankind increases, so too does 
the recognition that the wealth and wonders of the earth are the common heritage of all 
people, who deserve just and equitable access to its resources. During this turbulent period 
of its history, however, humanity’s actions are not yet tempered by the wisdom and 
judgment that come with maturity.”

https://www.bahai.org/abdul-baha/
https://www.bahai.org/beliefs/god-his-creation/nature/nature-advance-civilization#fn-2
https://www.bahai.org/beliefs/essential-relationships/one-human-family/


“Just as a candle’s purpose is to provide light, the human soul was 
created to give generously. We fulfil our highest purpose in a life of 
service, in which we offer our time, energy, knowledge, and financial 
resources. “[Y]e must give forth goodly and wondrous fruits, that ye 
yourselves and others may profit therefrom.”

https://www.bahai.org/beliefs/life-spirit/human-soul/


“…the honor and distinction of the individual 
consist in this, that he among all the world’s 
multitudes should become a source of social 
good.”3 Of course, striving to serve humanity 
is full of challenges, and pursuing such a life of 
service implies that one must at times be 
willing to accept some hardship. Yet to 
sacrifice in this way is not a cause of sorrow; 
rather it is a bearer of joy—it involves 
accepting a degree of discomfort for the 
wellbeing and happiness of others, 
renouncing that which is lower for that which 
is higher.”

https://www.bahai.org/beliefs/life-spirit/life-generous-giving/our-giving-nature#fn-3


“It is undeniable that the current world 
order has failed to protect the 
environment from ruinous damage. 
Society attaches absolute value to 
expansion, acquisition and the constant 
creation and gratification of wants. 
Clearly, such goals are not, by 
themselves, realistic guides to policy. Yet, 
goals based on a romantic deification of 
nature are also inadequate.”



• “Among the many 
pressing questions now 

facing humanity as it 
moves towards maturity 
are such practical issues 
as: how to appropriately 

use the world’s natural 
resources; how to make 
best use of the land and 
develop technology that 
serves the community in 
an appropriate way; and 

how to produce and 
distribute goods and 

services equitably.”



“Adversarial political systems and structures are unable to provide answers to these 
questions and prove incapable of promoting systems required to respect the earth and to 
organize and fully utilize its raw materials. Bahá’u’lláh envisaged that one fruit of 
the unification of the human race will be the emergence of a federated, integrated system of 
global governance that will be able to coordinate the just distribution of the planet’s 
resources and enact laws that ensure universal well-being.”

https://www.bahai.org/bahaullah/
https://www.bahai.org/beliefs/universal-peace/


Thank you! 
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• United Nations Environmental Program - Climate Change and Human 
Rights December 2015

• Safran Daneshbar

• https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
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Photo taken during a trip with Faraz Saffron Co. Ltd.
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